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Abstract  
 
Conventional 2DH morphodynamic models are typically based on a coupled system of 
hydrodynamic equations, a bed-update equation, and a sediment-transport equation. 
However, the sediment-transport equation is almost invariably empirical, with numerous 
options available in the literature. The morphological evolution of the bed predicted by a 
conventional model can be very sensitive to the choice of sediment-transport formula1. The 
present model is a physics-based alternative, free from empirical formulations for 
sediment transport rates, where the shallow water-sediment-mixture flow is idealised as 
being divided into two layers with variable (in time and space) densities: the lower layer 
concerned with bed load transport, and the upper layer representing sediment in 
suspension. The model is referred to as a Quasi-2-Layer (Q2L) model in order to 
distinguish it from typical 2-Layer models representing a stratified flow comprising two 
layers with different but constant and uniform densities. The model has been satisfactorily 
validated against widely-used empirical expressions for bed load and suspended transport 
rates. Then, a study concerning the migration of a 1D submerged erodible hump due to the 
effect of a current is considered. This case proves that the Q2L model, in contrast with 
conventional morphodynamic models, captures correctly the physics of the phenomenon 
by inherently including the influence of the bed slope on the sediment transport. This 
conclusion is verified by validating the model against experimental data from a steep 
sloping duct2. Furthermore, the model is applied to the analysis and quantification of the 
bed-slope-influence through a diffusivity parameter that can modify empirical sediment-
transport formulae (derived for horizontal beds) in order to account for the effect of a 
sloping channel3. The present physics-based approach thus represents an alternative tool 
that can be potentially used to investigate sediment-transport phenomena, whose adequate 
analysis cannot be undertaken following the conventional approach. The Q2L model can 
also lead to the enhancement of conventional 2DH morphodynamic models.  
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